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My name is Nick Coray. I’m an industrial designer who studied Design For
Industry (DFI) at Northumbria University.
I have always had a passion for design, with design being the biggest
influence in my life. This has lead to a keen interest in new ideas in areas
such as Renewable energy, mobility and materials, Space travel and
rapidly evolving technologies. I’m always looking for the next big step in
the designing process, such as using new technologies or processes, and
I’m always striving to develop my skills and improve my abilities.

Contact:
Info@nickcoray.com

Web:
www.nickcoray.com

Linked In:
www.linkedin.com/in/nick-coray/

Instagram:
@NCorayDesign

MOBILE:
+44 7784694830

About:
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Software Skills:

Collaborations:

NDA work

NDA work

NDA work

Recent Awards:

Awarded the Northumbria University
Rutherford Scholarship.
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2020 | Northumbria Uni | DFI Year: 3
Software used: Fusion 360

Monitor Audio C.M.F Research
For the newly released Roksan Attessa
turntable, Monitor Audio asked me
to come up with a range of concepts
by sourcing different finishes and
materials, this also has a focus on
sustainability with Terrazzo ocean
plastic patterns being utilised.
www.nickcoray.com/portalview-y342
www.nickcoray.com/placement-y3
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2019 | Northumbria Uni | DFI Year: 2
Software used: Fusion 360 + Adobe Dimension

Colour

Material

Finish

A mixture of solid colour and Terrazo
patterns were very popular while the
research pointed to the use recycled
ocean plastics.

Researching alternative materials:
Recycled plastics where a key part of
this project, specifically recycled
ocean plastics. Rubber and cork were
also explored.

Different finishes were explored with
glossy, matt and textured finishes.
Cork was especially explored as it is a
sustainable material which gives a textural
finish with a connection to nature.

Research

Page:434
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Without the Waste

Reusable Tablet Dispenser
This tablet dispenser is designed to store
everyday medication such as paracetamol
and reduce the amount of waste that
traditional blister packs produce.

www.nickcoray.com/project1-y4
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2019 | Northumbria Uni | DFI Year: 2
Software used: Fusion 360 + Adobe Dimension
Top Lid

Problem

Insight

65% of adults use medicines from blister
packs at least once a week.

Between 60-90% of blister packs are
capable of being recycled.

UK survey conducted by 3Gem in March 2020.

Seaweed can play a key role in
alternative packaging

Tablet release
clasp
Tablet release
Button

Silica-gel can be utilised to absorb
moisture and protect tablets

Seaweed tablet
tube

Silica-gel pack

Solution

Opportunity

Using disposable and reusable packaging.
The disposable part can be made from
compostable seaweed. The reusable part
can be made from recycled plastics. To
keep the tablets moisture free, Silica
gel can be utilised to absorb moisture
and protect the tablets.

By reducing materials needed to produce
disposable packaging and use reusable
packaging instead, this means there is
less waste.
Bottom Lid

Page: 4
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The compostable tube keeps the appropriate amount of tablets together. Its seaweed
construction allows it to have a plastic like structure to prevent moisture from
entering while allowing the container to be composted after its use.

N.Coray Portfolio
The reusable container holds the compostable tube to maintain tablet shelf life,
this is done by using silica gel to absorb any moisture that gets into the
container. The dispenser has an easy to use button to release the tablets.
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Shark

All In One Vacuum

www.nickcoray.com/project3-y3
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This was a very open brief from Shark | Ninja. we were asked to design a Shark
branded vacuum that was inspired by the pandemic lockdown. My research
found with more people in the homes and with families getting pets during
lockdown this would lead to more dirt. I also found that people are getting
autonomous vacuums to keep on top of pet hair, however they needed to get
a second vacuum for main cleans. I designed an all in one vacuum which is an
autonomous robot vacuum and a conventional stick vacuum all in one unit.
this saves the user time and streamlines how the vacuum is used.

>
The Dog drops hair

The robot un-docks for the
daily clean

>

>

>
The robot cleans up all of the
dog hair

Once complete, the robot
docks with the charger

>
The robot offloads the waste
into the charge tower bin

The robot begins to charge
ready for using again
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Electronics
housing

Releace
button

Wheel
retract

waste
Bin

window

Outer case

Inner case
Anti Hair wrap
rollers
Trigger
Charge
port

Filter

Battery

Turn Dial ring

Motor
Motherboard

Sensors

Swivle
Wheel
Wheels

Guide
Lights

Battery Indicator
Exhaust Vent

Inner casing

Outer handle
case

dirt intake

Motor

Bin Door

Turn Dial

Bin
Outer case
Air filter
bin window

Exploded view

Motherboard
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Renewables

I decided to develop a range of renewable products which were designed to
integrate into everyday life, including street furniture and new takes on
solar and wind power. All had the ultimate goal of being able to generate as
much electricity as possible in an aesthetically pleasing and practical way. The
designs also included solutions to future travel dilemmas such as hyperloop,
turning wind turbines into tourist attractions and EV charge point ideas.
www.nickcoray.com/placement-y2

Ocean

Street

Solar

Kinetic

Street

Solar

Snake

Bench

Light
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Wind

Street

Light

Electric Vehicle Charge Point

Solar

Solar Street Light
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Home Hub 3D

For my Final Major Project, I designed a vision
for the future of 3D printing. I looked at how
decentralised manufacturing will change the way
products are made and how peoples’ relationships
with products will change. This is represented
through a 3D printer which would be capable of
printing over 40% of hand-held and Portable
household items.

www.nickcoray.com/project4-y4

The Concept:
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The Design Aim

Why a piece of furniture

Decentralised manufacturing?

I aimed to combine the style of Mid-Century
Avalon Furniture (which I researched in my
design report) with current design trends from
companies such as Ercol. This is because most
design trends often have a resurgence roughly
every 20-30 years meaning in 20-30 years the
current design used will be considered a popular
vintage piece.

All research points to 3D printers being
commonplace in the home, instead of designing
a printer that sits in an office or looks obvious,
I decided to design a printer that discretely
blends into the home and is only obvious when
in use. This would increase peoples attachment
to the printer as it becomes more of a personal
possession rather than just a printer.

All research pointed to decentralised
manufacturing. Industry experts are all saying
decentralised manufacturing will be the future
of manufacturing to localise shipping as well as
reduce reliance on limited locations. This would
also give hyper customisability to products as no
retooling would be needed.
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Development
Developing the design, I have explored different designs to house the printer machinery
and was drawn to how vintage record players were housed with dedicated cabinets. I have
tried to bring this back with my design but with a modern edge. The cabinet design would
be something that can evolve with changing design trends over time meaning it can be
adapted to work in most homes.

N.Coray Portfolio

Technology
To make sure the project doesn’t become too
engineering focused, I decided to use current
3D printing technology in the representation
of my design. I have, however, added some of
the most cutting-edge parts of 3D printing
which is still in its infancy, this can
be found in things such as the filament
cartridges, which like an inkjet printer,
would be able to mix materials together to
create custom alloys with desirable material
properties (such as wood filaments which
can’t catch fire).

Key Aspects:

Stlye
The cabinet design is inspired by
Scandinavian and modernism design movements.
I took inspiration from vintage record
players from the 1920s and reimagined them
in the style of a modern Scandinavian piece
of furniture. I believe this is one of the
best ways to package a 3D printer as it
blends into the home and is inviting to
people who wish to interact with it. By
combining technology and furniture, it’s
also begins to bring back the design ethos
of hidden technology.

Interactions
Interaction is a key part of the 3D Printer,
it is what defines it’s usability. I decided
to design the printer with an easy to use
interface which translates across many
different platforms including mobile, computer
and television. This means that the user would
have a consistent experience When it comes to
interacting with a 3D printer. I also designed
the physical cabinet to have lots of touch
points and interactive elements such as the
reveal door which allows you to retrieve your
prints in an easy ergonomic fashion.
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The Design
The Final design uses only necessary space to function, housing and
protecting the printer components. The cabinet would help bring 3D
printing into peoples homes by making it appear less daunting to people
with no experience using a 3D printer.
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Economy is key
To make sure the printer design is sound. I researched the global
impact 3D Printer such as this could have our every day lives. Because
of this, I looked at how current economic trends could change and grow
with the use of 3-D printing. Growing the economy through means such as
a print store (similar to Amazon or the App Store) could be used as a
new form of income from small individuals to large companies.

A Little
History
N.Coray
Portfolio

2020 | Northumbria Uni | DFI Year: 3
Software used: Fusion 360

As part of my dissertation I researched the history of my family and its
connection to design. In the 1800s one of my ancestors founded Wake & Dean
Furniture. This was a furniture company that lasted until the 1980s. As
part of this project, I decided to represent my design as if it was a Wake
& Dean (later known as Avalon) piece of furniture by re-creating, one of
their classic catalogues from the 70’s with my design in its place.
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Thank You for your time

View more of my designs at: www.nickcoray.com
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About

Hobbies and interests

I have keen design interests in Industrial/product design, web design, game design and especially renewable
design. I have done a lot of design work throughout my studies however, I have also worked on a lot of
personal projects outside of my educational studies including new renewable technologies, HiFi products and
additive manufacturing focused products. I have many passions in design, photography, computers, SciFi, Space
and sustainable transport (EV's and Hyperloop).
I hope that you take my application into great consideration, and I am given the opportunity to bring my skills
to your business.

Electronics:
I have a passion for electronics. I can do lots of things with computers from building, upgrading, repairs
and basic coding. I also consider myself an audiophile with a passion for Hi-Fi equipment , having built,
restored and repaired several speakers and sound systems and also designing some which I have built.
I also do a lot of 3D printing and making Scifi Minatures and props from things such an RGB lightsaber
with sound effects and a minature Bat-Signal.

Name: Nicholas (Nick) Coray
Date of Birth: 16th Sep 1998
Address:
Pound House,
Ford Street,
WELLINGTON,
Somerset,
TA21 9PG

Interests:
I have a strong passion for Sci-fi (mostly Star Trek, Star Wars, Doctor Who and Batman), which gives me
new inspiration and ideas. I have an interest and respect for Elon musk and his companies Tesla, Space X,
Neural Link as I too beleve in their mission to make the earth a better place.
Basically I’m an all-round geek!

General Information:
Full UK clean driving licence
Non smoker/vaper
Medical Conditions:
Dyslexia, Dyspraxia

Software Skills:

Career History
2009-2014 Sticks N Stones - (self-employed)
I decided to learn about specialised trade by crafting walking sticks, garden signs and bug boxes out of
recycled materials and selling them at craft fairs.

Technical Skills:
3D Printing

26th-29th August 2015 work experience Bang and Olufsen of Exeter
4 days work experience at B&O Exeter. This included selling products, programming TV’s, repairing several
products, and assisted a home installation.

CNC Cutting

Other Skills:
Photography

Bee Keeping:
One of my hobbies is bee-keeping. I do this with my father and we have a small apiary with a few hives.
This has given me an appreciation for designs from nature (i.e.... the Honeycomb).

Drone Pilot

October 2016-Present Freelance Web Design
Using my skills acquired from college, I do freelance web design in my spare time. I have designed several websites for local businesses in my area.

Education Details
2018 - 2022 Northumbria University

Full Time Education Bachelor of Arts (BA/Hons)
Design For Industry: Second Class Honours (Upper Division)

15-19 May 2017 1 Week Work Experience Bridgewater College
1 week work experience at Bridgewater College designing the prospectus for the Cannington Campus. I was the
team leader and my role was to design the title pages and delegating tasks.

Referees:
Charles Minett
Head of design: Monitor Audio

Charles@monitoraudio.com
linkedin.com/in/charlesminett

Recent Awards:
Awarded the Northumbria University
Rutherford Scholarship.

Design Competition

Howard Fenwick
Tutor at Northumbria Uni
Contact:
Northumbria University
12 Falconar St, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 1XE

Design Competition

howard.fenwick@northumbria.ac.uk
linkedin.com/in/howard-fenwick-84658b13/
Design Competition

September 2017- September 2018 Partner at Waitrose
I worked for a year part time at Waitrose. Learning new skills and worked in multiple departments. I was
involved with checkouts, stock management, deliveries, cleaning, plant maintenance and customer care.

2007 - 2015 Taunton School

Full time Education GCSE
English Language, Design & Technology,
ICT, Maths, Combined Science,
Business Studies

Sponsorship

Contact:
24 Brook Road,
Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 7XJ
01268 798568

2015 - 2018 Bridgwater College

Full Time Education A-Level
Design & Technology
BTEC Level 3 Digital Media Design: D*D*D*
(D* = Distinction Star)

Collaborations:

April - June 2021 Placement At Monitor Audio
I was offered an 8 week academic placement at Monitor Audio shadowing their designers and being involved
in some current projects. I was able to sit in on meetings, do CMF research for upcoming products and have a
design input on some select projects.

Ian Hewitt
Tutor at Northumbria Uni
Contact:
Northumbria University
12 Falconar St, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 1XE

NDA work

ian.hewitt@northumbria.ac.uk
linkedin.com/in/ianbhewitt/
Dave Alexander
Department head at Bridgwater College
Contact:
Bridgwater College,
Bath Rd, Bridgwater, TA6 4PZ
01278 455464

NDA work

NDA work

alexanderd@bridgwater.ac.uk
linkedin.com/in/dave-alexander-b2643018/
NDA work
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